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1. Introduction

T he partnership often has been cited as the ideal form of organiza
tion for the practice of public accounting. Properly set up, it can
combine the range of facilities usually available in a corporate struc
ture with the personal service and liability characteristics of the
sole proprietorship. At the same time it avoids the drawbacks of
both: The corporate form is unsuited to a professional practice
primarily because it lacks personal liability; the proprietorship, be
cause it is often limited in the scope and depth of its services.

Advantages of Partnerships
Many accountants who prefer to practice in a partnership give
these reasons for doing so:
1. The size of the practice may require top level supervision by
several people.
2. A partnership makes available a wider range of talents than
can be supplied by one man. An individual accountant can specialize
without restricting the services available to his firm’s clients.
3. It provides broader opportunities to discuss and solve prob
lems of practice with others of similar capacity and interest.
4. A firm with greater physical capacity, properly supervised,
may be able to handle larger engagements more adequately and
expeditiously.
5. Exceptional staff accountants are provided with greater
incentives. The goal of partnership helps to attract and keep good
staff men.
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6. More time is usually available to a partner than an individual
practitioner for his own professional development.
7. The practice has greater stability and continuity, which is re
assuring to both the client and the members of the firm. Disrup
tions are minimized during illness or vacation. Retirement plans
and automatic death benefits are more easily available in a partner
ship organization.
8. Because of the broader base of operations, a partner often
may be able to achieve a higher net income than he could by prac
ticing alone.

Objections to Partnerships
Despite the advantages of partnership, there are cases where a
sole proprietorship may be wiser. An individual’s temperament may
preclude the intimate association and teamwork necessary among
partners. A firm’s client potential may be so small that the practice
cannot adequately support additional principals. Or occasionally, a
man qualified to assume partner status may not be available.
Yet some sole practitioners with an established and growing
practice still hesitate to take in partners for reasons which are either
economic or which reflect a lack of confidence in others. Some prac
titioners may feel, for example, that:
1. A new partner may win over the clients, then leave and take
much of the practice with him.
2. A new partner may become overbearing or may attempt to
overshadow the original practitioner.
3. A new partner may not contribute as much as was originally
expected to the welfare of the firm.
4. It would be unwise or impossible for the practitioner to give
up any part of his present income, although a partnership might
benefit him in the long run.
5. It is necessary that a prospective partner make a substantial
cash payment for “goodwill.” The practitioners may feel that they
have built up the practice and established a valuable intangible
asset that should not be given away.
4

Prerequisites for a Partnership
There are enough elements of truth in these various reasons to
indicate that an effective partnership cannot be entered into lightly.
Clearly if it is to succeed, it must be based on respect for each other’s
abilities, and on mutual confidence.
The preamble to the agreement of one firm expresses it this way:
“The partnership is among the most rewarding, but most fragile,
of human relationships. Through it the individual may project and
realize himself to a degree not otherwise attainable. The satisfactions
are to be measured not alone in money but in limitless spiritual and
intellectual values. Some men, and some women, are incapable of
such an association. Care should be taken to choose partners with
a view toward a continuing harmony within the group, but one ele
ment of which is the individual’s capacity for assuming a full share
of the technical burden.
“There is little likelihood of successful outcome where partners
are admitted from outside the organization—this for want of the
long wearing-in process of one individual on another, which is per
haps the only trustworthy basis for judgment. Partnership is essen
tially an arrangement among friends. Efforts should never be relaxed
toward preserving the uniform friendship of each member for all
others. This effort is often most fruitful when directed by the indi
vidual toward himself to excise feelings of jealousy, and examples
of bad manners. Do not expect that anyone’s opinion of you, not
even your warmest friends’, will ever quite match your own.”

Any time two or more people combine their talents and energies
to achieve a common end, problems may arise. These problems vary
with the characteristics of the individuals concerned, the circum
stances under which they join together, and the goals to be achieved.
Solutions can be proposed in advance to take care of important fore
seeable problems. Machinery can be set up to handle the unfore
seeable ones. But in the final analysis good faith, mutual under
standing and tolerance are necessary to achieve the greatest results.

Scope of the Bulletin
Partnership problems arise in a variety of areas— the terms of
the agreement; income tax considerations; operation of the practice
5

and distribution of duties; basis of compensation; withdrawal, retire
ment, dissolution, and many others. Obviously, one bulletin cannot
pretend to cover all of these subjects adequately. Yet it is difficult to
consider one area without discussing its relationship to the others.
Basically, however, this study is addressed to the subject of the ad
mission of new partners to an accounting firm. Other aspects are
considered only as they affect the circumstances of admission, and
the initial arrangements made with new partners.*
The main purpose of this study is to determine some of the
current thinking and practices on such topics as categories of
partners, qualifications and backgrounds of newly admitted partners,
selection procedure, capital requirements, compensation, duties
and responsibilities. To this end, personal interviews, a detailed
survey of the admission practices of some representative firms, and
a review of existing literature were made. A consensus of the inter
viewed firms is presented, and case studies also are included to
illustrate, in some detail, the practices of six of these firms.
Arrangements vary widely. And rightly so. When individuals
propose to pool their talents and energies under a number of differ
ent circumstances, uniform provisions cannot apply to all cases.
However, a presentation of the methods used by established firms
can serve to point out certain underlying principles, and to demon
strate certain successful techniques which can be adapted to similar
situations.
In this way sole practitioners planning to create a partnership for
the first time, and existing partnerships considering additions to their
firm’s membership, can benefit by the experience of others.

For an analysis of partnership provisions, see CPA Handbook, Chapter 3, New
York, American Institute of CPAs, 1956.
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2. Summary of Survey on Partner Admissions

Method of Survey
Based on suggestions submitted by the Institute’s advisory board,
and through preliminary interviews, a questionnaire was developed
(see page 51 of the Appendix). Fifty firms of substantial reputation
in their areas were consulted. Of these, 40 had admitted from one
to six partners within the last few years and were in a position to
answer all the questions, either through personal interview or cor
respondence. They ranged in size from a three-partner firm with
two staff members grossing $50,000 in annual fees, to a multi-office
organization of 175 people receiving well over $1,000,000 a year
in gross fees. The firms were fairly well distributed throughout this
range. About a third of them were in the five or six-partner cate
gory, and in the $100,000-$250,000 gross fee classification. All
geographic regions of the country are represented. The size of the
metropolitan areas in which the practices are conducted vary widely,
but larger cities predominate.

Types of Organization
In general, partnerships can be classified in two ways:
1. Loose association vs. integrated organization.
2. Single class vs. multi-class partnership.
Loose association vs. integrated organization—The characteris
tics of the extreme forms of these methods of operation are described
by Max Block:*
* “Accountants’ Partnership Agreements”, CPA Handbook, Chapter 3, New York,
American Institute of CPAs, 1956.
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“At one end of the scale is the type of firm that is very closely
knit; the members collaborate fully; clients belong to the firm and
not to an individual; income is shared according to a predetermined,
fixed plan; and, within reason, it constitutes an ‘all for the firm’
combination.
“At the other end is the loose confederation of individual prac
titioners. In this instance the firm provides essentially a means for the
sharing of office facilities plus the advantage each partner may derive
from the representation that he is a member of a firm. Clients belong
to the individual members; staff members belong to specific partners;
the cooperation of partners is limited to matters of office administra
tion mainly, with some friendly discussion of accounting and tax
problems; income is shared in accordance with fees attributable to
each participant less a proportionate share of the office expense.
This type of firm constitutes an ‘each for himself’ arrangement in
which the members are associates rather than partners.”

Although several variations of these two forms exist, the basic
difference between them is whether the income of each partner is
predominantly based on fees from his “personal” clients, or on
the firm’s overall gross.
None of the firms interviewed used the “loose association” form
of practice. In all cases, clients were regarded as belonging to the
firm. Some firms, however, had “branch office” or “special” part
ners who shared only in the income produced by the offices with
which they were connected. Significantly, several of the firms had
formerly operated on the “loose association” principle during the
early years of practice, especially firms which were created through
mergers of small practices. However, this was considered a tem
porary measure for a trial period, after which new and more closely
integrated arrangements were made.
Single vs. multi-class partners—Approximately two-thirds (26)
of the firms interviewed had one class of partners. Although their
interest in earnings may be appreciably different, all the partners in
these firms share in the overall earnings. Nor are any rights or duties
reserved to a particular group of partners.
Most of the firms having more than one office have “branch
office” or “special” partners who share only in the income of their
8

own office. In one case, the senior resident partner of each operating
office also shares in the overall profits of the firm, and has a voice in
overall management. Although none of these is a national firm,
several operated on a regional basis.
In single-office firms with a second class of partner, the “junior”
partners generally participate in overall earnings but do not have a
proprietary interest in the firm. In these cases, certain decisions
are made exclusively by the senior partners, although the “juniors”
are consulted. (Some of these cases are discussed on page 16
under Duties and Responsibilities.)

Source of New Partners
Without exception the firms surveyed preferred to draw new
partners from their staffs. Almost all of the most recently admitted
partners had been promoted from staff positions.
There appear to be three basic advantages to this policy:
1. The existing partners have ample opportunity to observe the
capabilities of the individual— his technical competence, ambition,
initiative, and supervisory skills, as well as his ability to get along
with the staff, the clients and the partners. A new partner must “fit
in,” and it is only through continued surveillance that the partners
can assess a prospective partner’s strong and weak points.
2. In his capacity as a staff man, the candidate has become
familiar with the policies and procedures of the firm. Having worked
closely with many of the clients, he has an intimate knowledge of
their problems.
3. The logical ambition of a staff accountant is to become a
partner in his firm. Unless the capable man can realistically look
forward to that opportunity, the firm will find it difficult to main
tain a top-notch staff. Its best men will go elsewhere.
One firm, with 12 partners, outlined its overall policy as follows:
“We do not bring in trained or experienced men from the out
side. Every one starts with us as a junior accountant. We employ only
college graduates and our present maximum age is 26. Our general
plan is this: a man coming with us at age 24 should be a CPA by the
time he is 27 years of age. By the time he is 30 we should know
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whether he is partner material, or whether he would be happier and
better adapted in private accounting.
“If the man is judged to be partner material, he is encouraged to
put quite a bit of effort into civic and community work. For example,
the Junior Chamber of Commerce, college alumni associations,
church work. A t about the same time he is encouraged to join some
proper club, a country club or one of the town clubs. The firm pays
his dues. He is expected to select a specialization such as budgeting,
a particular area of taxation, systems and electronic accounting,
profit sharing, or some other specialized field. We expect everyone
to be a good all around accountant and tax man, but he must also
develop into an expert in some particular aspect of our service.”

Some of these firms (especially smaller ones) indicated that
circumstances may be such that there is no qualified staff man avail
able at the time an additional partner is needed. A specialist may
be required to round out the facilities. Or rapid growth may make
it difficult to supervise work properly. On these occasions staff mem
bers or partners of other firms have proven to be logical candidates,
subject of course to ethical negotiations. Too, some accountants in
industry, teaching or government seek opportunities to return to
practice, and have developed skills of great value to a firm.
When it is necessary to go outside the firm for partnership ma
terial, it is generally deemed inadvisable to admit the new man to
the partnership immediately. Many firms find it practical for the
man to join the staff, perhaps in a special position and even on a
participating basis, for a trial period of a couple of years. In this
way both the prospective partner and the present members of the
firm can get to know each other in the working situation. Then if
they find the relationship unsatisfactory other arrangements can be
made without disrupting the partnership.
Mergers of existing firms are still another source of partner
material. Under these circumstances a short-term partnership agree
ment of the “association” type frequently serves as the trial period,
whether the action represents a consolidation of practice between
firms of almost equal size or an assimilation of a smaller practice
by a larger one. Of course, the more thorough the investigation and
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the more intimately the partners are acquainted beforehand, the
greater the possibilities of a fruitful long-term relationship. Although
the bulk of this bulletin is concerned with arrangements made with
staff accountants, one of the case studies includes examples of short
term agreements.

Needs of Firms for New Partners
In most instances the firms questioned had several reasons for
admitting new partners when they did. One of the most frequently
cited reasons was the need for additional partners to supervise the
increasing growth of the practice. Another major reason was to pro
vide for the continuity of the practice, and the wish to recognize
men of exceptional capabilities whose past or potential contributions
to the firm warranted their admission to partnership. In many of
these latter cases the existing partners were able to handle the pres
ent clientele; but they emphasized the need to bring in partners at
various age levels to insure the future of the practice.
Several firms have provisions in their partnership agreement
calling for the admission of new partners at stated intervals. Al
though it is perhaps unusual to reduce this to writing, a number
of the firms have established policies to promote younger men. Tenyear intervals between different partner “groups” was most fre
quently mentioned as the ideal situation, with the youngest partners
to be in their mid-thirties. However, one firm works on approx
imately five-year intervals, with semi-automatic provisions for in
creasing the younger partners’ interest as the older ones retire or
withdraw. Many smaller firms, which may have some difficulty in
planning by specific age groups, are taking steps to insure that
retiring partners will be replaced by experienced mature men, who
in turn are backed up by bright young men “in training.”
Other goals which firms have tried to realize are:
1. To maintain the “balance” among partners’ technical talents.
2. To provide more extensive technical supervision and review.
3. To give recognition to specialists.
4. To expand the practice through a man adept at dealing with
clients and prospective clients.
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Factors in Selecting New Partners
What basic qualities does a firm look for in a new partner?
Many of those interviewed found it difficult to rank specific
characteristics. But all agreed that a man of partnership caliber must
be more than an expert accountant. Technical ability is a primary
consideration, yet many firms feel that personality traits and “dedi
cation” are of equal importance.
As one practitioner phrased it: “Extreme ability without the
necessary drive will not do the job, nor will a good personality with
out something to back it up. However, I believe that what I call
‘desire to serve’ might be the most important characteristic.” He
feels that it is the combination of these three factors which deter
mine a CPA’s ability to serve present clients and attract new ones.
Technical ability—A prospective partner’s technical achieve
ments are measured in terms of his intelligence, skills and experi
ence, and by the manner in which he applies these attributes. He
must be able to plan, program and see that assignments are carried
out properly. Closely allied with this, in the thinking of many of the
firms, were a combination of creative ability, initiative, imagination,
perseverance in solving problems, and an analytical aptitude which
they consider necessary to the proper application of technical skills.
There is a tendency, especially among the larger firms, to expect
a new partner to have developed a specialty. However, some firms
were more interested in exceptional “all around” men.
Personality and temperament— Of great importance is a pros
pective partner’s “social” characteristics— his ability to work well
with other people; his capacity to command the confidence, and
respect of clients, partners and staff. He should, it is felt, also be a
competent supervisor and able to work effectively under pressure.
He should be willing and able to train and encourage staff members.
He should be a leader, but not a “climber,” and give evidence of
ability to continue to study and grow. His conduct at social engage
ments and his interest in civic affairs are weighed by a number of
firms. An important consideration to some firms is the personality
traits of a prospective partner’s wife. Does she get along well with
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people? Does she aid and support her husband’s ambition and his
“desire to serve”? Or is she likely to impede his development? It
was naturally assumed that any partner would have to be a man of
unquestionable integrity.
Dedication— A man’s willingness to place the interests of his
firm above his own— and those of the client above both—is consid
ered heavily by many of the interviewed firms. They want a partner
who is deeply devoted to his chosen field. They expect him to further
develop his professional abilities. They expect him to have a sense
of responsibility toward his work, his firm and the profession as
a whole.
A few firms mentioned a man’s ability to attract new clients as
an important factor in his selection. However, the majority, without
deprecating it, felt that this ability was an adjunct to a number of
qualities which contributed to the long-term growth of the firm.

Backgrounds of Recently Admitted Partners
Age— A t the time of admission to the firm, the newest partners
in the interviewed firms ranged from 25 to about 45. The majority
were in their 30’s. The median age for the group was 33. Four of
the six new partners who were “about 40” were with the same firm.
In several instances, admission had been deferred several years until
the man had acquired his CPA certificate.
Experience— Public accounting experience among new partners
varied from a low of 4 years to a high of 17, with 9 years represent
ing the median. In almost 90% of the cases, all of the public ac
counting experience had been gained within the firm to which they
were admitted. In a few cases the partners had joined the firm in a
semi-senior or senior capacity and had become partners a few years
later. There were only two instances in which an “outsider” was
admitted to the firm; both were the results of mergers.
Education— Almost all of the newer partners in these firms
were college trained; over 90% had at least a baccalaureate degree.
Slightly over 10% held Master’s degrees. Of those who did not have
degrees, two attended college for two years; one held a night school
certificate; and one had completed a correspondence course in ac
13

counting. The two partners who had no formal college training
were in the same firm. They had taken CPA coaching courses and
each had over 15 years’ experience before admission.

Procedure for Selecting New Partners
Generally a prospective partner has been under observation for
some time by the existing partners before he is formally proposed.
(In virtually all the firms with a single class of partners, any partner
may propose a candidate.) There appears to be an increasing tend
ency among smaller firms to place a likely candidate “in training”
before final consideration is given. The partners, during the course
of perhaps two or more years, increase his responsibilities to pre
pare him for partner duties, and to gauge his ability to assume them.
Sometimes a new position is created, such as “executive senior,”
“supervisor,” or “associate,” in keeping with the prospect’s expand
ing duties. Often he participates in the profits on a bonus basis.
Although a formal vote is not taken in many instances, 20 out
of the 26 firms with “general” partners only require the unanimous
consent of all partners to admit new men. In actuality, younger part
ners with a smaller interest tend to defer to the wishes of the older
partners. But many firms made a point of stating that the qualifi
cations of a prospective partner were thoroughly discussed among
all partners, and that complete approval from all concerned was
necessary. In one case, the older partners stated that they tended to
defer to their younger associates on new admissions. They reason
that younger men should have the predominant voice since they will
be working with the new partner longer than the older partners will.
Some of the other procedures among single-class partnerships
included two firms which based admissions on a simple majority
vote (regardless of the amount of the financial interest of the indi
vidual partners). The majority interest in the firm is the yardstick
used by two firms. One firm of six partners required the approval
of the managing partner and enough other votes to represent the
majority interest in the firm. An eight-partner firm specifies that
the executive committee (consisting of the three oldest partners)
may admit a new partner upon the written approval of at least
14

three-quarters of all partners, representing a minimum of 65%
interest in the firm.
Of the 14 firms with multi-class partners, 7 require the unani
mous consent of the “capital” partners; the “non-capital” partners
having no vote. In several cases, “non-capital” partners are con
sulted in a practical effort to reach general agreement among all
partners. Five firms require unanimous approval of all partners
whether they have a capital interest or not.
Two multi-office organizations have the following requirements:
The unanimous approval of the resident partners in the operating
office involved and a numerical majority of the firm’s management
committee. Another firm elects “participating” (non-capital) part
ners upon the recommendation of the managing partner with ma
jority approval of the executive committee members. Prospective
general partners are recommended by the managing partner from
among the participating partners, but to become effective this re
quires the consent of three-fourths of the general partners, repre
senting at least 75% of the general partners’ interest in the firm.

New Partner Duties and Responsibilities
When a staff man is first admitted to a partnership his duties
do not ordinarily change drastically. They usually represent some
expansion of his previous duties; and he gradually assumes addi
tional responsibilities as he demonstrates capacity to handle them.
He will generally have been supervising engagements, and fre
quently may now become “partner in charge” for a number of them.
He may review and bill the accounts under his supervision subject,
in the early stages, to final review by an older partner. In some cases
he will handle his assigned clients completely on his own, but con
sult the older partners when he encounters “rough spots.”
A few firms assign some administrative duties to a new partner
immediately upon his admission. Even in “departmentalized” firms,
where the new partners had specialties prior to admission, these
responsibilities were assigned early. For example, in one firm of nine
partners each of the three partners who have been admitted during
the last three years, is the final authority in one of these areas:
15

1. Personnel changes and staff assignments.
2. Final review of audit reports and changes in technical pro
cedures for report writing or audit programming.
3. Recommendations to clients concerning the use of office
machines.
In general, all the firms desired that younger partners be fullfledged members of the partnership team, and have a voice in
overall management. In the firms with “non-capital” or “special”
partners, the “junior” partners do not officially participate in policy
making; but it is general practice to discuss changes with them in
advance. Certain rights which are reserved to the “capital” part
ners in the “multi-class” firms are also reserved to the older partners
or the “executive committee” in a few “single-class” firms. Among
the rights mentioned are:
1. Change in the name of the partnership.
2. Admission of new partners (multi-class firms).
3. Division of profits.
4. Opening or closing offices.
5. Internal accounting method.
6. Admitting a junior partner to senior status (multi-class firms).
Regardless of specifically assigned duties, once a man becomes
a partner he must assume or continue to maintain certain general
responsibilities which become especially incumbent upon him as
the personification of his firm and his profession. These include the
maintenance of high technical, ethical and moral standards in rela
tionship to his clients, his firm, the staff, and the community. Some
of the specific obligations within these areas, as outlined by one
veteran practitioner, appear on page 48 of the Appendix.

Capital Requirements for New Partners
In discussing capital Lorin A. Torrey observes:
“Ordinarily, the capital requirements of a professional partner
ship are the working capital needed to carry on business until fees
are collected plus any amounts needed for office equipment. . . .
“In a professional firm it seems to me that the capital should
be furnished by the partners in ratio to their participation in the
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firm. In other words, capital accounts should be in proportion to
their profit arrangements. Capital is not an important factor in pro
ducing income, so there is little need for inactive participants to
furnish capital to the firm. Exceptions may be desirable or necessary
in case of new partners or retiring or deceased partners. If it is
agreed that the capital accounts should be in proportion to the
partners’ profit participations, interest should be charged on a part
ner’s deficiency in capital. As an inducement to eliminate deficien
cies in capital as soon as possible, the interest charged may be
slightly higher than the interest a bank would charge on a loan to
the partnership. Conversely, partners should be compensated when
they furnish more than their required share of the capital. Some
times, interest on overages in capital is slightly lower than the rate
of interest charged on deficiencies.
“In order to avoid misunderstandings, I usually suggest that the
partners’ capital accounts should be stated at fixed or agreed amounts.
Deficiencies in capital then appear as advances to partners and
overages appear as loans from partners.”

The firms interviewed for this study appear to be in general
agreement with many of these statements— except that they do not
generally charge interest on deficiencies in the capital accounts of
new partners.
Firms which have a single class of partners all require that a
capital account be built up. But none requires that a substantial
portion be paid at the time of admission. A few provide for “mini
mum” down payments. But in general the entire amount is paid in
from the new partners’ profit share over a “reasonable” period of
time. Firms are flexible in their interpretation of “reasonable,” with
three years as the average period.
In most cases the new partner has some flexibility in the way
he builds his account. But some firms specify one of two methods.
The more common practice is for the new partner to leave in the
firm most of his income outside of his salary or “draw” and an
amount sufficient to cover the income tax on the balance, until his
* “Value of Partnership Interests and Changes in Partnership,” California Society
of CPAs, Sixth Annual Tax Accounting Conference, 1955, pp. 121-128.
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account is paid up. The other method is similar but makes no pro
vision for paying the income tax on the amount left in the firm.
In only three cases is interest charged on the unpaid balance
(at 5 % ); but almost half the firms pay interest on the capital ac
counts. The usual annual rate is 5% or 6% , with the latter pre
dominating. However, several pay up to 10%. These interest pay
ments are made out of firm income before profit sharing. Partners
who are deficient in their accounts are thereby penalized.
In the great majority of single-class p^tnerships, the capital
investment of each partner is proportionate to his interest in the
earnings. The capital contribution of the new partners is made
directly into the firm in all but two cases, and the other partners do
not withdraw a corresponding amount from their accounts. In the
six firms where the capital contribution is not directly related to
profit-sharing, the working capital is established at a relatively
fixed amount based on their operational experience; and since most
of these firms pay interest on the capital accounts the existing part
ners are willing to accept a nominal initial contribution from the
newly admitted partners.
In firms with more than one category of partners, the “junior”
level is generally on a profit-sharing basis but has no proprietary
interest. Only one such firm requires a capital contribution. This
firm consists of two “general” partners and 11 “special” partners.
In effect, both partner groups are general partners with certain
rights reserved for the two founding partners— such as selection of
new partners, permanent membership on the five-man management
committee (the other memberships rotate annually) and veto power
over any vote. Each new partner in this firm is expected to build
up a capital account of $12,000 over a period of years, which is
equal to that of the other partners and has no direct relation to
earnings. Another multi-office firm, with “resident” partners par
ticipating only in the earnings of the operating office to which they
are assigned, permits a designated amount of capital to be paid into
that particular office. The offices of this firm are, in effect, separate
partnerships. Since 10% annual interest is paid on this capital,
most new partners take advantage of the opportunity.
18

Evaluating Goodwill
Slightly under one-third of the firms attempt to compute “good
will” when making a capital interest available to a prospective or
existing partner. The remaining firms, in determining the amount
to be paid, base it either upon book value of the firm, or upon the
amounts of existing capital. Firms which evaluate “goodwill” finan
cially vary widely in size, so this factor in itself does not appear to
influence attitudes toward this practice.
No general pattern is evident in the techniques employed to com
pute “goodwill.” The most commonly used formula (three firms)
is 100% of the average annual gross fees for the last three years.
Another firm uses 100% of the preceding year’s gross. One firm,
which has calculated “goodwill” at 100% of one year’s net income,
is planning to use the latest annual gross fees in the future. Two
firms employ a formula of 50% of the preceding year’s gross fees.
(In one of these cases— an individual practitioner forming a part
nership with a staff member—the “selling price” of the practice was
estimated as the equivalent of one year’s gross fees. A 50% dis
count was then placed on this amount in consideration of the em
ployee’s past contributions to the development of the firm.)
Other percentages used by single firms, based on a three year
average gross, are 50% , 66⅔ % and 75% . One firm, which com
putes capital in terms of “units” figures the selling price per “unit”
as pro rated book value plus one-and-a-half times the three year
average net earnings per share.
“Goodwill” consists of a number of different elements. Many
are intangible. The variety of bases used to determine “goodwill”
may indicate a lack of general acceptance of its components— or of
how they should be measured. This is perhaps the basic reason why
many of these firms do not even attempt to place a dollar value
on this factor.

Initial Compensation Arrangements
During the first year after admission, new partners’ incomes
ranged from $8,000 to $18,000 among the firms interviewed. The
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median compensation level was approximately $11,500 with the
mean running slightly over $12,000. Although the two lowest in
come figures were reported by small firms, the size of a firm ap
peared to have little direct bearing on the new partners’ first year’s
income. The highest figure was cited by a six-partner firm whose
newest partner was in his late thirties at the time of admission.
About one-third of the firms determined new partners’ total
compensation on the basis of a percentage of the net earnings. Twothirds used salary plus a percentage of the remaining earnings.
Usually, the same method was applied to all partners. In a few cases,
“junior” partners were on a salary-plus-percentage basis, while the
older partners had a “draw” against their percentage interest.
Although several different techniques with provisions for addi
tional compensation were employed, all the plans represented varia
tions of two basic methods. In no case was the total income of indi
vidual partners exclusively determined by the fees they produced
or the hours they worked.
Straight Percentage of Net Earnings

This is, of course, the simpler of the two procedures and the
easier to administer. It appears to be more predominant in smaller
firms with a single class of partners, although one of the largest
firms interviewed (15 partners) distributed income solely on this
basis. These firms generally established the percentage of initial
participation on a basis which would yield an amount equivalent to
the new partner’s previous earnings as a staff man plus an amount
which would be regarded as a “substantial” raise. Once a man en
ters into a partnership with these firms, he is usually liable for any
losses in proportion to his interest, and is generally given no mini
mum guarantee. However, one firm, then of four equal partners,
grossing about $230,000 a year, made this provision for two addi
tional partners who were admitted about a year ago: Each new
partner received an interest equal to one half that of the older part
ners (10% overall interest). In the event that the younger partners
should earn less than $6,500, they would also receive 60% of the
older partners’ share in excess of $10,000.
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Here are some examples of other straight percentage arrange
ments initially made with new partners:
A 28-year-old specialist in management services was given an
interest in a firm which had four partners. His share amounted to
$12,000 and was increased in his second year as a partner.
A 30-year-old staff man with five years’ experience was given a
20% interest by the two existing partners. Gross fees were about
$80,000 and the net income of the firm was about $50,000.
The newest partner in a 15-partner firm grossing well over
$750,000 received a 3% interest which yielded about $11,000 dur
ing his first year. He was 32 years old, held an MBA and had about
eight years’ experience with the firm.
Two staff men each received a 12% interest, representing almost
one-half of the average interest held by the other three partners.
Gross fees were in the $100,000-$200,000 bracket.
In this five-partner firm with a net income of about $100,000,
the managing partner recommends profit distribution, subject to
majority approval. The newest partner, admitted two years ago,
earned about $10,000.
A $750-a-month drawing account is charged against the 10% in
terest given to a staff man in his late 30’s. He had about 10 years’
experience in this six-partner firm with annual billings of about
$450,000.
Salary Plus Profit Share

Under this arrangement, favored by the majority, salaries estab
lished for each partner are considered an expense. The income re
maining after the payment of these salaries is distributed accord
ing to agreed-upon percentages which most commonly are in direct
proportion to the capital interest. In firms which have some non
capital partners, the profit share of these partners is generally de
ducted before distribution is made on the capital interest basis.
However, a few firms have established the participating percentages
independently of the amount of the individual partners’ capital con
tribution. Frequently, interest is paid on capital in these cases, al
though this practice is by no means limited to these situations.
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Although only a comparatively small number of firms were
interviewed for this study, their replies— plus comments from other
practitioners—indicate a trend toward salary-plus arrangements
with interest being paid on the capital investment. This system seems
to make it easier to treat each partner equitably, in relation to vari
ous factors which determine his overall contribution to the firm. It
tends to isolate the basic elements of a practitioner’s income discuss
ed in Bulletin No. 3, The Difficult Art of Setting Fees. These are: a
realistic salary; a return on capital invested; and a proprietary share.
Determining Salaries—Some firms establish nominal salaries
to cover current living expenses on an almost equal basis among
the partners. But a more common practice seems to establish varia
tions which will give partial recognition to such factors as time
spent, productivity and administrative responsibilities. Even under
the former situation the salary represents only a minimum “guaran
tee” for new partners. One firm in this category uses salaries to
reflect variations in partner hours. Their salaries are based on $3.20
per hour for each chargeable or non-chargeable hour worked.
The salaries of newly admitted partners in these firms repre
sent the great bulk of their income during the earlier years, since
their initial interest is usually quite small. Salary increases for
younger partners also provide a means by which some firms can
compensate younger partners as their value increases, without hav
ing older partners relinquish a substantial portion of their capital
interest before they are ready to reduce their control. Salary paid
a new partner usually represents some increase over the salary paid
him as a staff man. Only three firms stated that no salary increase
was given.
Determining Profit Share—Firms which pay salaries to their
partners generally make available a small profit sharing percentage
under the initial arrangement with a former staff man. In firms with
a single class of partners, this percentage is usually based on overall
earnings. Multi-office firms with “junior” partners generally limit
participation to the earnings of the office where the new partner
is assigned. Where non-capital partners are members of a single
office firm (and in a few multi-office firms), the profit share is based
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on overall earnings. No fees from any of the clients are exempted
from these calculations, but a few firms make special provisions
for new client development.
The amount of the profit sharing interest to be made available
is based on a variety of factors. It is generally arrived at through
discussion among all the existing (or general) partners. They con
sider the talents of the prospective partner, his present compensa
tion, and the estimated yield of given percentages in order to arrive
at a figure which would be considered attractive by the prospective
partner. An increase of roughly 10% in total compensation during
the first year is the figure most often given for new partners.
Some of the initial salary-plus-profit sharing arrangements re
ported by these firms are:
Salary was $1,200 more than total compensation as a staff man
plus 3% interest in the profits of this four-partner firm grossing
about $200,000 a year. Age at admission—under 30.
This 33-year-old former IRS agent, with three years’ experience
in the firm, received a $7,500 salary and a 10% interest in all the
firm net income which exceeds 90% of the amount realized by the
firm during the year preceding his admission. He earned about
$9,300 during his first year as one of five partners in this firm, which
employs six full-time staff accountants and grosses about $165,000.
This 31-year-old staff member remained at his existing salary
of $7,800 and received a 1 ½ % interest, which yielded an additional
$2,167 during his first year. This is a firm with nine general part
ners, which netted about $145,000 in addition to $95,000 in part
ner salaries, on a gross of about $650,000.
A junior partner, age 25, received a 2½ % interest in this eightpartner firm (gross annual fees of $250,000) in addition to a salary
equal to that of all the other partners.
An eight-partner firm with an annual volume of approximately
$600,000 compensated its newest partner with a salary of $9,600
and made available four units of capital interest at $1,500 each
which resulted in an additional $4,000 during his first year.
This eight-man organization, including five partners, proposes to
offer a 2% interest (now worth about $1,500 a year) to a staff
member in his late twenties, in addition to a salary of $7,500.
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In his middle thirties, a new partner in an eight-partner firm in
the $250,000-$500,000 category received a salary of $11,500 and
a small percentage which raised his total income to about $15,000.
With some increase over his staff salary and a 3% interest, a
new partner in this six-partner firm earns about $15,000.

Additional Benefits for Partners
The incomes of new partners in the great majority of the inter
viewed firms was based exclusively on a combination of profit shar
ing interest on capital and salary. However, several firms had spe
cific provisions for additional compensation to partners who were
directly responsible for the acquisition of new clients.
Although all new clients were regarded as belonging to the
firm, extra compensation was paid in cases where the new business
was clearly derived from specific partners. One firm pays 15% of
the gross fee for the first year and 10% of the second year’s fee to
the partner involved. Another pays 25 % for the first year only. A
third firm grants 25% of the annual fee during each of the first
three years to the partner. In the first two cases, the arrangement
was made with the younger partners only; the third applied to all
partners.
The remaining firms were not in favor of this technique, al
though they consider client development as a factor in evaluating
a partner’s performance. They feel it is frequently difficult to give
specific partners exclusive credit for a new client. They also feel
this practice may encourage neglect of other important duties and
responsibilities—including the providing of additional service to
existing clients.
In the area of so-called “fringe” benefits, the majority of the
firms stated that these did not differ from those available to the
staff. Life insurance usually varied in amount, with partners having
an opportunity for increased coverage. A more liberal vacation was
permitted partners in some cases. Dues and expenses of partners for
professional, civic and certain social organizations and meetings
were frequently paid by the firm. But these usually were also paid
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(though on a more limited basis) for staff members of these firms.
A retirement benefit was the only specific item mentioned that was
not available to the staff in certain firms. However, only four firms
cited this provision.

Increasing the Participation Share of Younger Partners
About one-fourth of all firms queried make specific commit
ments to increase the participation of a new partner at the time he
is admitted. Most of the firms, however, confine themselves to tell
ing the new partner that his progress depends on his performance.
It is generally assumed that the older partners will provide further
participation rights as the younger men develop.
Often the specific percentages of distribution are not incorpo
rated in the body of the partnership agreement, but fisted in
addenda. In this way changes can be made in the distribution with
out revising the text of the agreement. Firms usually review their
distribution every few years in order to recognize any changes in
the contributions of the partners to the general welfare of the firm.
In a number of cases this is done annually.
Some firms agree on the participation arrangements at the be
ginning of each fiscal year, to be effective during the coming year.
A few determine it on the basis of the year just ending. Changes
are usually made by common consent of the general partners. But
in those firms having “executive” or “management” committees,
changes in distribution are frequently decided by these groups. In
a few cases the determination is made by the managing partner, who
generally “consults” the older partners. In such firms, the manag
ing partner is usually a surviving founding partner and has a con
trolling interest in the firm.
In practice, the changes made in the distribution of profits
rarely decrease the dollar income of any partner, but provide in
creased compensation to those partners who are contributing the
most to the continuing growth of the firm. An exception occurs
where older partners withdraw gradually over a period of years.
A few firms said that a retiring or withdrawing partner’s interest is
made available in proportion to the existing interest of the other
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partners. However, the majority prefer that this be decided among
the remaining partners, or by the executive committee.
Among the firms which make commitments to provide an in
creasing interest to new partners, the following plans are typical:
In several firms, upon the admission of new partners, the older
partners agree to make their interest available in specified amounts
over a period of years. This is basically a gradual retirement pro
cedure. For example— one-eighth of the older partner’s interest
each year for eight years was cited; in another, the arrangement
was one-tenth for each of ten years. One firm had a guaranteed
succession in which the entire interest of the first senior partner to
withdraw or retire is made available to the “oldest” junior partner.
That partner’s prior interest then reverts to the junior partner
“pool.” (This is described in the case study on page 41.)
Two firms agree to make a minimum additional interest avail
able at the rate of 1 % each year, for five years. Both firms operate
on a salary-plus basis, with the initial interest of the new partner
established at 5 %.
In their original arrangements with new partners, four firms
provide that the younger partners have more participation in the
firm’s future growth than in its existing business. This is done by
establishing two or more brackets of net income. Within each
bracket a percentage participation is determined. In the upper
brackets, profit sharing is on an almost equal basis for all partners.
Salaries of varying amounts are paid by these firms prior to profit
distribution. In one case the highest salary was about 175% of
the lowest. In one four-partner firm, the newest partner received a
salary of $10,000 and a 15% interest in the earnings, net of salaries
up to a point which exceeded the current net income by about 25 %.
He has a 25% interest in the profits above that level. Another uses
four brackets, the first of which is somewhat below the present
earnings of the firm. These firms feel that this system gives the
younger partner a greater stake in the growth of the organization,
much of which will result from their efforts. In no case, however,
was the initial arrangement considered rigid, and adjustments are
made from time to time.
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Conclusion
Although accounting is in many ways a personal service, it can
usually serve best when organized as a continuing enterprise. True,
some client businesses do not outlive their original owners or survive
technological changes. But many do continue because new man
agers are developed to assume responsibility for their operation. As
a continuing entity, it seems logical to expect that a business should
receive continuing high grade accounting services. One of the most
effective ways to avoid disruption of service is for an accounting
firm to provide for its own perpetuation by developing the younger
partners. This appears necessary if the accounting firm is to con
tinue to grow and to provide the ever widening range of services
required by present and future clients. At the same time, by system
atically developing capable successors over a period of years, the
practitioner can better provide for his retirement and prevent the
dissipation of his life’s work.
Because of the varying circumstances under which accounting
firms must work, a summary of the practices of 40 firms in handling
the problems of admitting new partners cannot hope to provide
others with definite solutions to their own problems. It can, how
ever, offer examples of procedures which have proven to be success
ful under a variety of conditions. A series of case studies is there
fore presented in the next section of this bulletin, so that the policies
of these firms may be reviewed within the framework of their
practices.
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3. Case Studies

Individual Practitioner and Staff Member
Form a Partnership
This practitioner is the surviving member of a two-partner firm
organized 12 years ago in a medium-sized western city. The orig
inal firm had no established accounts, but capital was available to
operate for six months. During six years of growth the partners
offered dual coverage to every client with each partner reviewing
the other’s work. By so doing, they felt that two men working this
way could handle the volume of work normally supervised by three
or more men working independently. In actuality the two partners,
well acquainted with each other’s accounts and working in tandem,
felt that they were better able to service clients than if they had been
operating independently on separate accounts.
At the end of six years the firm had eight employees. Then, one
partner decided to withdraw permanently from the firm to take em
ployment with a major industrial company. The remaining partner
continued as a sole proprietor. For a period he personally super
vised all work on many of the accounts that had previously been
serviced by his former partner. But as additional personnel were
added, it became possible to direct the experienced men to take
over specific accounts. This was, in effect, a true test of the practi
cality of the original “dual coverage” concept. It made it possible
for the remaining partner—now an individual practitioner—to re
tain all the accounts since he had previously met each of them
individually, knew their needs, and was able to satisfy them with
continued high-level service.
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As the growth of the practice continued, certain key men were
brought along to a point where they were treated, in essence, as
“partners” in the conduct of the practice. They became part of the
policy-making team and handled client contacts. They assumed
some management responsibility for the supervision of the staff,
now grown to about 25.
These key men were compensated on a salary-plus-bonus ar
rangement. This included semi-annual profit participation, which
recognized acceptance of responsibility, attitude, new business de
velopment, professional and civic activities, overtime, initiative and
imagination, and other factors. The philosophy of giving non
partners profit participation enabled these key men to put aside
money toward the ultimate purchase of a partnership interest. At
the same time, the sole proprietor recognized that ownership in the
practice for some of the key men was the only manner in which he
could ultimately dispose of his practice to his associates. These key
staff people were earning from $10,000 to $17,000 a year in sal
aries and bonuses. Although all were young, each was strongly
urged to develop contacts at his own age level through clubs and
civic and professional organizations. Adequate expense allowances
were given to each to cover automobile costs, club dues, client enter
tainment, and all professional expenses.
All of these men operated without an employment contract.
The firm has been asked if this did not run the risk that the key men
would learn the business, then leave and take a substantial number
of clients with them. Their answer is that such complete under
standing has developed among the management group that the
value of the particular service of each member to the firm as a team
outweighs any individual ambitions.
Recently the top supervisory employee was admitted as a part
ner. This man was a college graduate, 35 years old, and had six
years’ experience with a large local firm in addition to six years’
experience with this case-study organization. His current compensa
tion, consisting of a substantial monthly salary plus 20% of the
firm’s profits, will approximate $25,000 in his first year as a partner
in this firm.
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The partnership was set up as follows:
All of the accounts receivable and work in process at the date of
organizing the partnership were retained by the former sole pro
prietor. Thus the new firm started from scratch. The former sole
owner supplied working capital by lending the new partnership
enough money to finance it during its first six months on a cash
basis. (Naturally, most of the fees that were being collected during
this period belonged to the old company. The new firm was mean
while developing substantial accounts receivable of its own.)
The newly-admitted partner was required to purchase his 20%
interest on a goodwill basis. The price was computed as 20% of
one-half of a year’s volume of fees. The half-year was used on the
basis that if the firm had been sold or merged with another com
pany, its value might have been determined at an amount equal to
a year’s volume of gross fees; but in selling to an employee who
had contributed much to the firm’s growth, a discount of 50% was
warranted. The valuation of a percentage would, of course, change
from year to year and the price would therefore vary for future
partners who may be admitted under this arrangement. The newlyadmitted partner made a reasonable down payment on his purchase
price, and will pay the balance quarterly over a period of five years
out of his profit shares.
With the new partnership in effect for about a year, fees are now
being collected on a basis which enables the firm to stand on its
own feet. It will eventually pay off the obligation represented by
notes payable to the former sole proprietor, at nominal interest.
All fixed assets represented by machines, furnishings, library, lease
hold improvements, and similar fixed property were retained by the
former sole proprietor. They are currently being leased to the new
firm at a fair monthly rental.
The present arrangements have been working well. The pri
mary reason is that the new partner was not suddenly immersed in
strange duties, nor was he faced with the difficulty of assuming
partnership responsibility overnight. He had been trained ever since
joining the firm for the day when he would be able to take over as
a partner. In effect, he had been conducting himself as a partner
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prior to his admission to the firm by accepting the responsibilities
of partnership. At the same time, he had been compensated suffi
ciently well as a key staff man to enable him to finance his partner
ship without taking on an overwhelming monetary obligation.
Under this firm’s continuing program, additional partners may
be admitted during the coming years. The senior partner—who is
approximately eight years older than the key group of administra
tive employees—will be able gradually to retire his interest by sell
ing to his younger associates. In this way the senior partner can
obtain financial security for his retirement and the continuance of
the firm is assured.

A Partnership Evolved from Mergers and
Admissions from Staff
This is a four-partner firm in a smaller-sized western city. In
addition to the four partners, 12 staff members and 4 clerical assist
ants handle a practice which grosses nearly $250,000 in annual fees.
The firm grew out of a sole proprietorship that was started in
1945. As the practice increased the proprietor formed a partnership
with a staff man from another firm. At this point the firm’s owner
ship was divided, with 60% being allocated to the original propri
etor and 40% to the joining partner. At the end of the first year of
partnership operation the partners equalized their interests.
Several years later, when the firm had experienced further sub
stantial growth, two additional partners were admitted. Each had
had a relatively small practice of his own in the area. The client fist
of each of the new partners represented a different cross-section
of the local business community. Interests in the firms were allo
cated to the new partners on the basis of their prior years’ gross
fees. This arrangement yielded an ownership interest of 31% for
each of the two original partners, 24% for one of the new partners,
and 14% for the other new partner.
Shortly thereafter one of the new partners died. Partnership in
surance provided the firm with approximately 50% of the value
of the decedent’s interest. This interest was determined on the basis
of book value of the firm’s assets, including accounts receivable and
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work in process at regular billing rates. The balance was paid to
the estate in monthly installments at the rate of 50% of the
decedent’s monthly drawing account. At about the same time a
younger staff man—not yet 30 years old—had been admitted to the
firm, so that the number of partners remained at four. The newest
partner started out with an interest of the profits amounting to 3% .
This has since been increased to 5 %. As a staff man, the newest
partner had been earning a yearly salary of $7,200. This was in
creased to $8,400 and during his first year as a partner his total
income was $10,000.
There is no basic difference among rights, privileges and respon
sibilities of the partners in this firm except for seniority. By mutual
agreement, final policy decisions may be reserved to the senior mem
bers of the firm, although there is no such designation as “senior” or
“junior” partner.
The members of this firm feel that the most important charac
teristics a new partner should have include ability, loyalty and a
well-developed sense of responsibility. The most recently admitted
partner is a college graduate who acquired most of his accounting
experience on the staff of this firm. The firm does not ordinarily con
template admission of a partner from outside the staff. Its primary
motivations for admitting new men to partnership is to keep good
staff employees, to reward them for their abilities, and to enable the
older partners gradually to transfer some of their supervisory re
sponsibilities to younger men. The proposal of a potential partner
may come from any existing partner. There are no formal voting
procedures, except that it is understood that any legitimate dissent
expressed by an existing partner would preclude the admission of a
particular man.
A new partner is expected to make a capital investment meas
ured by his pro rata share of the firm’s net assets. The worth of the
practice is book value. “Goodwill” is not considered. This capital
investment is paid by the new partner into the firm, either in full or
by a down payment plus installment contributions out of the
new partner’s future profits. There is no interest charged on the un
paid balance, nor are the amounts or frequency of payments speci
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fied. Special loans to partners draw 6% interest; conversely, any
excess contribution by a partner draws interest at the same rate.
In addition to salaries and a profit share—which is determined
by mutual discussion rather than by a set formula—new partners
participate in the partnership life insurance, are reimbursed for all
business automobile expenses, and are permitted weekly expense
accounts for outside entertainment up to a stated amount. The
firm also pays for their memberships and dues in certain specified
business and social organizations. Older partners receive similar
benefits, although the firm may be more liberal with respect to their
membership dues and expense accounts.
No specific promises are made or implied to newer partners with
regard to any future increase in their ownership interest. However, a
fairly specific retirement program is spelled out. This requires that
older or retiring partners gradually relinquish their interests. As these
become available they are redistributed to the remaining partners on
a pro rata basis. The veteran partners in this firm feel that as a prac
tical matter it is unlikely that a senior partner nearing retirement
age would wish to acquire any such additional interests yielded by
a slightly older retiring partner. Thus, that available interest would
automatically pass on to the younger men.
Any clients of a newly-admitted partner— or any new clients
that he may bring in— automatically become clients of the firm.
There are no payments or fee percentages made to a partner for
bringing in new business. There are no restrictions on a new part
ner’s dealings with clients, except that in the case of any “rough
spots” in client relationships, the senior members may be consulted
for their advice. The basic functions of new partners continue to be
primarily the handling of audits, along with the relatively intangible
responsibilities that accompany partnership status. New partners
become responsible for additional supervisory work. But final review
and billing is usually reserved to the senior administrative partner.

Building a Practice With Short Term, Agreements
The original firm of two young partners encouraged inquiries by
older practitioners who might be seeking suitable arrangements to
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accomplish immediate retirement, or gradual retirement over a pe
riod not to exceed five years. As a result of partnership admissions
based on this policy the firm acquired four practices from January,
1947 to January, 1955.
Arrangement 1— Smith and Jones acquired the practice of Ains
worth on July 1, 1947. Ainsworth was admitted to partnership and
was active for three months, primarily to acquaint his clientele with
his new partners. The name of the firm continued to be Smith and
Jones, although Ainsworth’s name was added to the individual part
ners’ names on the firm’s stationery.
During the three months Ainsworth worked, he made a fixed
contribution to office overhead and retained all of his personal bill
ings. Productive work done by the staff (or Smith and Jones indi
vidually) on Ainsworth accounts were charged to Ainsworth at
agreed hourly rates. No charges were made for promotional time.
Ainsworth had no capital investment in Smith and Jones.
For the subsequent 48 months Ainsworth was to remain a part
ner and receive 25 % of the gross receipts from his former clientele,
but not more in total than he had himself grossed in the 12 months
prior to his joining Smith and Jones. The maximum amount was
actually paid to Ainsworth in slightly over three years. At that time
his partnership interest was terminated.
Arrangement 2— In June, 1948, Smith and Jones entered into
a partnership arrangement with Stanley for a five-year period. Stan
ley had been seriously ill and had decided to arrange for his retire
ment within the five years. In deference to his age the name of the
firm was changed to Stanley, Smith and Jones. Stanley provided
his own furniture for his private office and loaned the partnership
certain other equipment. Stanley agreed that Smith and Jones would
be the managing partners with respect to hiring personnel, office
management, and the supervision of client services. Stanley limited
himself to advisory matters and to certain restricted areas of pro
ductive time. All correspondence save that of a strictly personal na
ture was signed with the firm name only.
Stanley provided no equity capital, but agreed to leave in the
partnership as an interest-free loan all of his partnership earnings
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up to $9,000 for the first year. This was reduced to $4,000 over
the next two years. Stanley’s share of partnership income was de
termined as follows:
a) For Stanley’s personal productive time, 75% of collec
tions, with 25% going to Smith and Jones.
b) For the productive time of the staff or other partners,
25% to Stanley and 75% to Smith and Jones.
c) For write-ups or write-downs from normal per diem
rates, the variation was prorated based on the proportion of
time devoted by Stanley versus the time of others.
Stanley’s share of income from all clients he brought into the
firm at the inception remained as above for five years. Fees paid by
new clients Stanley brought in—or new clients traceable to his old
clients— were similarly allocated; except that after the third year
of the five-year partnership, he received a reduced share for two years
only even though this extended the partnership more than five years.
Stanley was active for 18 months. He then retired and left the
state. He continued as a partner, however, for the full term and
received his share of partnership income. His name was dropped
from the firm one year after his departure from the state.
Arrangement 3—Dawson was the resident partner in a firm of
certified public accountants. Dawson’s interest in the local office’s
practice was 25% , and the nonresident partners’ interests were
75% . In 1952, the firm wished to discontinue business in the city in
which Smith and Jones practiced. Smith and Jones agreed to merge
its practice with the discontinuing office, and to change the name to
Smith, Jones and Dawson. Smith and Jones received the clientele
and working papers of this office. They made specified payments
to the nonresident partners—who agreed not to compete— for what
might be called “goodwill” (but which went unnamed in the written
agreement).
Payments to the nonresident partners were a fixed sum of
$25,000, of which $6,250 was paid down and the balance at the
rate of $525 per month. No interest was paid. The amount of
$25,000 was equivalent to their share of one year’s gross receipts
based on the immediately preceding 12 months.
The arrangements with Dawson covered four years and were
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more complicated. Dawson became a non-capital partner in the
firm and was paid an $8,000 salary for one year, plus 60% of bill
ings for his personal productive time, plus 6 1/4% of all billings to
former clients of Dawson’s firm arising from the productive time
of all other personnel in the firm of Smith, Jones & Dawson. In ad
dition, Dawson was paid 25 % of gross fees for two years for new
clients brought into the firm by him. (The 61/4 % element repre
sents the equivalent of 25% of gross receipts over four years, or
equal to 100% of one year’s receipts for a partner who had only
25 % interest in his old firm.
Smith and Jones continued to provide all of the capital for— and
had complete control over— general partnership affairs. Dawson
confined his activities to servicing certain of his clients with the as
sistance of the rest of the personnel of the firm. At the expiration of
the specified four years Dawson continued with the firm on a parttimes basis, and was paid 60% of his personal billings plus 25% of
two years’ fees from new clients brought in by him.
Arrangement 4— In 1955, Walters wished to retire, Smith and
Jones agreed to admit him to their partnership as a non capital
partner and to pay him in cash, over 18 months, a sum equivalent to
approximately 75% of his previous year’s gross receipts, plus a
specified rate of $7.50 per hour for his productive time and $5.00
per hour administrative time. Walters agreed to retire from the firm
at the end of the 18 months, but he has in fact continued with the
firm as a non-capital partner on a part-time basis at the above speci
fied hourly rates. All payments by the firm to Walters were treated
as a distributive share of partnership income.
General Comments. Each of the agreements contained non-com
petitive clauses. Generally, Smith and Jones attempted to restrict the
men involved from practicing as certified public accountants for a
period of five years except as partners or employees of their firm.
In some agreements they were prohibited from servicing clients of
the firm after the termination of their agreement with Smith and
Jones, but were not otherwise prohibited from practicing their
profession.
In all cases partners coming into the firm for limited periods
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were not required to provide equity capital. In fact, the purpose of
their admission was to permit them to liquidate their own capital
investments as well as to be recompensed for the value of their clien
tele. In all cases the new partners had no administrative control in
the firm. They confined their activities to clients’ affairs. No mini
mum amount of time was required of them.
Problems encountered after acquiring accounting practices in
this manner center largely around the varying standards of auditing
and financial reporting of the incoming partners, as compared with
the standards of Smith and Jones. This often resulted in some
friendly discussions among the partners before policies satisfactory
to all concerned were determined. In the later agreements it was
spelled out that both parties adhere to standards of auditing, report
ing and presentation as recommended by the American Institute.
All of the agreements were drawn so that incoming partners
received ordinary income for all or substantially all of the pay
ments made to them. Smith and Jones wished to avoid acquiring
goodwill which would have to be capitalized.

A “Holding” Partnership With Separate
Agreements For Resident Partners
This firm, in which almost one-third of its 75 people are part
ners, has a number of operating offices in various medium-to-smallsized eastern cities. Its structure is comparatively unusual in that
it has three classes of partners.
At the top is the so-called Executive Office, which exists as a
kind of “holding company” for the various operating office partner
ships. Two administrative partners retain the general responsi
bility for the daily overall functioning of the entire firm. These part
ners are the only members of the Executive Office partnership who
are not also resident partners in an operating office. Some resident
partners are also general partners in the Executive Office partner
ship. As a result they share in the overall income of the firm, as well
as that of their office. In addition, these so-called goodwill partners
retain most of the prerogatives of policy-making. Those resident
partners who are not also partners in the Executive Office might be
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classified as “junior” partners. Although they have a tangible capital
investment in their operating office partnership, they have no equity
in the firm as a whole.
As one partner explains it:
This type of organization has been established to assign, as the
prime factor in each partner’s current income, the results he is able
to attain in the office in which he is resident. However, we also want
at least the senior resident partners to be interested in the success
of the entire firm so that they will want to contribute to that success.
Examples of these contributions are personnel reassignments and
client transfers. The economic interest that the senior resident part
ners have in the overall success of the firm results from their mem
bership in the Executive Office. The prime benefits from this mem
bership are: (1) some current income from the Executive Office’s
share of earnings of all operating office partnerships; (2) participa
tion in the growth of the firm through ownership or through sharing
in the increase of “goodwill” resulting from growth; (3) retirement
and death benefits which are the responsibility of the entire firm
and are not dependent upon future earnings of a particular office.

Overall policy is established by a management committee con
sisting of the two administrative partners and three other general
partners. These general partners in the Executive Office have ulti
mate control of the entire practice. They share in Executive Office
profits based upon tangible capital, a portion of the goodwill—which
in this firm is called “Average Annual Volume”— and the final
profit distribution, which is based upon a combination of the good
will and the tangible capital investment owned by each partner. Be
cause of a uniform partnership agreement, the rights and obligations
of resident partners are the same in all operating offices; the only
variance among them is in their profit-sharing percentages.
Except when new partners may be admitted to this firm as a
result of an infrequent merger, all partners are promoted from staff
positions. The most important qualifications for a potential new
partner is a combination of personality traits, technical proficiency
and a desire to serve. Partners are generally admitted as a result
of the growth of the practice. The firm has found that when a resi
dent partner tries to take the ultimate responsibility for too many
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clients, he does justice neither to himself nor to the client. In some
instances, men have been taken into partnership in anticipation of
the future growth of a particular operating office. The additional
responsibility and prestige of the new partner has generally resulted
in speeding up this anticipated growth.
There is no minimum age requirement for partnership in this
firm. The steady flow of admission of staff men to partnership, and
the progressive advancement of the younger partners in classifica
tion, gradually takes care of the problem of age distribution. For
example, the last seven men admitted to “junior” partnership— all
college graduates with accounting majors— had experience ranging
from three to eight years. The average length of staff experience
for these men was slightly more than four years. Their ages ranged
from 27 to 36, with an average age of just under 31.
The profit sharing arrangements with these men were generally
based on the earnings of their respective offices during the year
preceding their admission. The individual earnings during their
first year as partners varied considerably but averaged about $9,000.
Prospective partners are nominated by resident partners in the
operating office concerned. A man may be admitted to partnership
only with the unanimous approval of the resident partners in the
operating office involved, plus the majority approval of the members
of the management committee of the Executive Office. Promotion
of a “junior” partner to general partnership in the Executive Office
requires a three-quarter affirmative vote of the executive and gen
eral partners. These votes are based upon a combination of their
ownership of tangible capital and average annual volume.
All resident partners may—but are not required to—invest a
certain amount of tangible capital in their operating office partner
ship. However, since 10% interest is paid on this capital invest
ment, any partner who has not made an investment loses this in
come. In addition, the Executive Office member of the operating
office partnership receives income based upon the goodwill factor
of the resident office. Part of the earnings allocation of each oper
ating office is based upon a computation of this goodwill. The basis
of the formula is the annual average of the total services of each
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operating office rendered to clients during the three years preceding
the computation date.
Capital contributed by a resident partner is paid to the firm in
stead of to the other partners, thereby increasing the total tangible
capital of the partnership. The amount required is generally small.
Most of the contributions from the partners are paid partly in cash,
with the balance being withheld from their shares of profit. No par
ticular time limit is set for the payment of this capital investment.
All resident partners receive a nominal salary figured at the
same rate. It is not based on the partner’s value to the firm. It is
merely a means of compensating him for the number of hours he
has put in. Currently, resident partners receive $3.20 for each hour
worked, chargeable or non-chargeable. Recognition of each part
ner’s relative contribution to the share of the operating office’s in
come is made possible through his share of the final profit distribu
tion of his office. This “final profit distribution” is the earnings re
maining after the 10% allocation on tangible capital and the allo
cation, up to 10%, of average annual volume. A resident partner’s
share of his office’s earnings is generally arranged by all resident
partners of a given office in consultation with the Executive Office.
In addition, partners have certain “fringe” benefits. These in
clude: 1) income during incapacity as a result of illness or acci
dent; 2) retirement benefits for Executive Office partners; and 3)
slightly more liberal expense allowances than are provided for staff
accountants.
Clients of this firm are not considered to be the “property” of
any individual partner. Recently, however, this firm has tentatively
arranged to make a limited allocation of average annual volume
resulting from new client business to the partner who may be indi
vidually responsible for bringing that client into the firm. As a re
sult of this, the share of a partner’s earnings based on his AAV own
ership will be increased in relation to the services performed for
these clients. This increase will continue as long as the man is a
member of the partnership.
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No commitment in terms of growth potential is made to any new
partner admitted to the firm. However, the man knows what has hap
pened to men who have been admitted to the partnership before him.
This has included: 1) a gradual increase in the percentage of par
ticipation in the resident office profits; 2) reasonably prompt par
ticipation in average annual volume increases; 3) eventual admis
sion to Executive Office partnership.
This firm aims to develop a newly-admitted resident partner
into an Executive Office partner as promptly as the man exhibits
the necessary capacity for this responsibility. The firm also expects
new partners to assume responsibility for client relationships as
promptly as possible. In general, these partners concentrate more
on the productivity phases of the practice, while older partners con
centrate more on administrative details and policy decisions.
Since it is the firm’s policy that final review of all work is done by
a partner other than the one directly responsible for a client’s affairs,
a new partner seldom has the final responsibility for work performed
for any client. He does, however, have wide authority in arranging
work schedules with his clients and in determining the fees to be
charged them.

Junior Partners Are Guaranteed Succession
to Senior Partners' Interest
This five-partner firm in a smaller eastern city employs three
full-time staff accountants and several others on a part-time basis.
It is perhaps unusual in that a junior partner is guaranteed the right
of succession to the full interest of a senior partner upon the retire
ment, withdrawal or death of a senior partner.
Originally organized as an individual proprietorship, the three
present senior partners each held a 10% interest in the firm 10 years
ago. At that time they acquired the entire practice on an equal basis.
Two junior partners who were admitted during the last two years,
share in the profits but have no voting rights nor any ownership
equity. The senior partners exercise full control of administration
and policy. Annual gross fees have tripled during this ten year
period and are now about $150,000.
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By virtue of the age distribution among the partners, this firm
has planned for its long-term continuity. The basic premise of the
partnership arrangement is that due to the age differential of ap
proximately five years between each of the three senior partners,
there should be a similar differential between each of the junior
partners. The goal of the arrangement is that the oldest junior part
ner will be roughly five years younger than the youngest senior
partner.
Thus when the senior partner retires, at age 65— as he must
under the terms of his agreement—the oldest junior partner, who
would then be approximately 50, would succeed to the senior part
ner’s interest. Each partner would move up one step in their right of
succession and room would be made for the admission of a new
junior partner. Senior partners may be admitted only from the ranks
of the junior partners, except when all junior partners waive their
rights of succession. Junior partners are admitted from staff ranks
customarily, but there is no bar to admitting a junior partner from
outside the firm.
The structure of this firm is based on two partnership agree
ments. The first is an agreement among the senior partners. Each
junior makes his agreement individually with the senior partner
ship as a whole.
The agreement among the senior partners provides that, as soon
as practical after completion of the annual statement of business
of the firm, and after the payment of all the expenses including the
salaries and profit sharing of the junior partners, the remaining net
profits will be divided among the senior partners, each receiving onethird share of the total.
A junior partner’s salary is fixed at a minimum of $7,500,
but this salary is increased $100 a year for each of the next three
years. At the same time, the agreement provides that the salaries of
all partners are to be adjusted annually if necessary to reflect upward
or downward changes in the cost of living index, based upon figures
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
A junior partner shares in the profits of the firm on this basis:
He receives 10% of the firm’s net income, after deducting part
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ners’ salaries. For bookkeeping purposes, as far as the junior
partner’s account is concerned, the senior partners’ “salaries” rep
resent 90% of the firm’s net income, at the time he was admitted.
In other words, he has a 1 % interest in the existing net income of
the firm (10% of the 10% of the net income not allocated to senior
partners’ “salaries”) and a 10% interest in the future growth of
earnings.
According to his contract, the “oldest” junior partner has the
privilege of purchasing the interest of the first of the senior partners
to die, withdraw or retire. It is at this point that the junior part
ner is required to make his first capital investment in the firm. The
price to be paid for the acquisition of the senior partner’s capital
interests consists of three elements: 1) The net worth account;
2) the senior partner’s share of uncollectable receivables; 3) an
amount for goodwill calculated by the following formula: 50% of
the average annual gross income on a cash basis for the preceding
three fiscal years, times the seller’s ownership ratio— which in the
present case is 33 1/3%.
The junior partner moving up into senior partnership may pay
for this interest in 120 monthly installments. Payments may be
speeded up but they may not exceed 24 payments in any single
year. These payments are made by having a certain amount of the
new senior partner’s profit share withheld for distribution to the re
tiring senior partner. No interest is charged on the unpaid balance.
When a senior partner retires at the age of 65, he also receives
a pension of $4,200 a year for the remainder of his life. Since the
sale of a partner’s interest might normally represent his interest
in one year’s gross fees, this pension serves in lieu of payment for
the other 50% of his interest.
In selecting prospective new partners this firm seeks men whose
professional concepts mesh with those of the organization. This in
cludes the attitude of “what is good for the client is good for us,”
unquestioning adherence to professional ethics, technical skill, and
the ability to “fit in.” The two recently selected junior partners are
both in their mid-thirties, although there is a five-year spread be
tween their ages. One is a college graduate, the other a graduate of a
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correspondence school. One had ten years of experience as a staff
accountant with the firm; the other, four years plus three years with
the Internal Revenue Service. Taking into consideration both salary
and profit sharing, a newly admitted partner can anticipate as his
first year’s income somewhere between $9,250 and $9,500. One of
the most recently admitted junior partners earned $9,352 in his first
fiscal year as a partner with the firm.
New partners may be proposed by any present partner, either
junior or senior. A unanimous vote of the senior partners is required
for admission; the junior partners have no Vote. All partners are en
titled to expense accounts, and their professional dues are paid by
the firm along with the cost of attending professional meetings and
conventions.
Administrative control of the firm is vested in an executive com
mittee composed of the three senior partners. Their decisions are
final. As a matter of courtesy and good relations, however, policy
matters are discussed with the junior partners, and the latter are
welcome to make recommendations at any time.
Junior partners are assigned duties for which senior partners
believe they are qualified. They are, however, restricted in their deal
ings with clients and with staff accountants insofar as matters of
overall policy are concerned. Junior partners are given some addi
tional administrative responsibilities and additional staff supervision
as they gain experience. Their billing rate to clients is increased.
Specific clients are assigned to new junior partners. The junior part
ner is responsible for handling the entire client account, except for
final review and billing, which remains a responsibility of the senior
partners of the firm.
The ultimate objective of this firm is to reach a minimum of three
senior and five junior partners, so that when the oldest senior partner
reaches the age of 65, the oldest junior partner will be 50 and the
youngest junior partner will be 30.
This plan of established age differentials and guaranteed rights
of succession not only rewards the individual for past performance
but provides incentive for future growth. It perpetuates the firm and
gives assurance of adequate income for senior partners’ retirement.
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Periodic Reviews Increase Participation of New Partners
This firm has five partners plus a staff of 12. Operating in a
major western city, its gross annual fees are in the $100,000 to
$250,000 range.
The basis of the firm’s partnership philosophy is, in the words of
one of the partners, “considerable flexibility.” This partner goes on
to say, “We think this is desirable because of ever-changing condi
tions. It is basic to our thinking to recognize the best talents in each
of us. We attempt to capitalize on these talents. At the same time we
are tolerant of our individual limitations.”
This firm began operations when two individual practitioners
joined forces. Shortly thereafter a third man, who had been on the
staff of a major accounting firm, was admitted to the partnership.
Previous to his admission, he worked for a one year trial period as
a staff member to see how well the three personalities would mesh.
The fourth partner was admitted to the practice after having
been a staff accountant with this firm for three years. The fifth part
ner was admitted two years ago, after ten years of employment with
this firm as a staff accountant. This newest partner, now in his midforties, earned approximately $10,000 during his first year as a
partner. His income has increased substantially since then.
All the partners are “general” partners, with the same rights,
privileges, and duties. The only difference among them is in the divi
sion of the firm’s income. No partner receives a salary. This firm
has experimented with a number of methods for compensating
partners. At the present time, it has decided that a simple percentage
allocation serves their needs best. These percentages are reviewed
annually by the older partners and the younger partners’ interests
are increased as warranted by their development. They discuss their
suggestions thoroughly with all partners before any adjustments
are made effective for the following year. In evaluating the per
centages for each partner, consideration is given to the various
factors contributing to the partner’s effectiveness. This includes
such matters as: the amount and quality of the work performed,
past experience, the ability to bring in new business, the time spent
in promotional activity, a man’s special talents, and many other
less tangible factors.
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“Generally speaking,” says one of the members of this firm, “we
are fairly well aware of each other’s special abilities and limitations,
and we try to exploit as much as possible the best qualities of each
of us.”
Since this firm’s income is reasonably predictable for one year
in advance, it is able to determine roughly the amount of earnings
that will accrue to each partner by applying the approved percent
ages at the beginning of each year. In the case of a new partner,
generally a percentage of earnings is allocated to him that will
produce an amount somewhat in excess of the salary and/or
bonuses he previously received while a member of the staff. No capi
tal investment is initially required of a newly admitted partner. A new
partner will build up his capital interest over several years by re
stricting his drawings to an amount less than the earnings credited
to his capital account. The older partners continue to carry the
larger share of the capital investment until such time as a capital
balance can be built up by the new partner. No attempt is made
by this firm to evaluate goodwill in establishing capital interests.
Fringe benefits of new partners differ little from those of older
partners or staff accountants. Partners are compensated for the
business use of their automobiles; and expense accounts are based
on actual expenditures. In the event of death or permanent dis
ability of a partner, payments are made, over a five-year period,
which would approximate his share of one year’s gross fees.
No partner is allowed to have outside clients. Any new client
a partner brings into the firm becomes a client of the firm.
A new partner is made aware that the future prosperity of the
firm itself will be reflected in his individual share of earnings. Says
one of the firm’s partners:
“Our ideal objective is ultimate equality, if such a thing is
possible. Our experience over the years is that we try to raise
the newer partner’s percentage interest in earnings so that the
corresponding decrease in the percentage earnings of the
older partners does not reflect a decrease in the total monetary
earnings of these older partners. In other words, we attempt to
allocate more of our increased earnings to the newer partners.”
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Potential partner candidates can be proposed by any partner.
The election of a new partner must be agreed to unanimously. On
other administrative matters, the partners decide by majority rule.
The work pattern of a new partner differs very little from that
of the other partners. No restrictions are placed on his relationships
with the clients or with the staff. The new partner also participates
fully in all policy meetings. He is assigned administrative duties as
his experience as a partner grows. Apart from the increased re
sponsibility of his duties, there is no immediate change in the scope
of a new partner’s work, nor in the kind nor number of clients he
handles. These changes are made gradually as conditions dictate. All
clients are the responsibility of specified partners, and the new part
ner takes his share of these responsibilities as quickly as possible.
This includes the responsibilities of final review and billing.
It is interesting to note that this firm controls the annual division
of profits by an addendum to the partnership agreement. This adden
dum is signed by each of the partners and their wives at the begin
ning of each year. This permits the changing of percentages with
out changing the entire partnership agreement.
This practice is in line with the general philosophy of partner
ship held by this firm. It is this firm’s opinion that a partnership is a
working arrangement which must constantly remain flexible and
constantly be reviewed to be of the best service to the firm. An
indication of this philosophy is contained in the firm’s response to
the query, “What special needs did you attempt to fill when you ad
mitted your most recent partner?”
Answer: “The admission of our most recent partner was not
motivated by any special need of the firm, but rather in recognition
of the point of advancement which this man had reached, and the
reward that he deserved.”
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Appendix A
General Duties and Responsibilities of Partners

Duties and responsibilities frequently vary among individual partners
of a firm, depending on the extent of departmentalization, special abilities
of the partners and other factors. However, there are a number of func
tions which often fall within the province of every partner in a firm in
addition to his “special” duties. The following list, which is illustrative
rather than definitive, is based on an outline prepared by Charles S.
Rockey.* It was designed for use in his firm to “assist partners in de
ciding what work could be delegated to supervising staff accountants
and to acquaint the supervisors with the varied duties and responsibilities
of partners.” Recognizing that individual duties can affect several as
pects of a practice and that many of them relate directly or indirectly
to clients, he groups them into five basic areas:
To The Client
1. Develop the respect and confidence of each client served, for these
are prerequisites to effective service.
2. Determine the realistic needs of the client and develop a program
best suited to meet these needs; in keeping with their priority, feasibility
and the desires of the client.
3. Be sure that the client fully understands the nature and importance
of any work undertaken. The client should be convinced of the worth
of improvements that are necessary to efficient operation and control.
4. Demonstrate continuous concern and interest in the client’s prob
lems and keep him informed of pertinent financial or accounting develop
ments. This requires familiarity with the characteristics of the client’s
industry, including trade association manuals and reports.
* Mr. Rockey describes a number of specific duties in his Accountant’s Office
Manual, New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1952.
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5. Supervise the work performed, to see that it is efficiently handled;
tailored to the conditions in the client’s office and performed with a
minimum disruption of the client’s operation. Insure that the client is
receiving the best possible service, under the circumstances.
6. Keep the client informed of the progress of the work and advise
him, in a tactful manner, of deficiencies in the client’s personnel and
procedures; or conditions which prevent the attainment of the firm’s
performance standards.
a) Discuss and settle all pertinent matters with the client, be
fore the final report is written.
7. Determine that the fee to be rendered is fair and reasonable, in
the light of the services performed and the circumstances under which
the engagement was performed.
To the Firm (as an entity)
1. Strive constantly to enhance the firm’s reputation and advance its
interests, in keeping with its objective of service.
a) Improve and maintain competence through continuing pro
fessional development.
b) Avoid any activities which might impair his independence
and, by extension, that of the firm.
c) Participate in activities that contribute to the esteem in which
the firm is held.
2. Assume responsibility, as the personification of the firm, for satis
factory relations with assigned clients.
3. Treat and regard all clients as those of the firm, rather than of
individual members of the firm.
4. Assist in the development of policies and standards of the firm.
5. Contribute to the development of the firm as a team, including
assistance in performing the duties of overburdened or absent partners.
6. Approve the content of all reports, including disclosures and ex
ceptions, and other material sent to assigned clients.
7. Insure optimum personal performance by using professional skills
at a high level delegating detailed work where possible.
8. Avoid activities that are not justified by personal economic posi
tion or that of the firm.
9. See that fees for assigned clients are adequate and fair to the
firm as well as to the client. Follow up to see that payment is received in
a reasonable time.
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To the Staff and Office Organization
1. Maintain established lines of authority, responsibility and com
munication within the organization.
2. Observe established policies, standards and procedures and re
quire such compliance from the staff.
a) Give instructions clearly and see that they are understood.
b) Adapt supervisory technique to fit the abilities and charac
teristics of assigned personnel.
c) Maintain performance standards through constructive criti
cism and suggestion, without being hyper-critical.
3. Be courteous and cooperative but neither patronizing nor ingra
tiating in dealing with the staff.
4. Give sympathetic and fair consideration to complaints and prob
lems of staff members.
5. Assume responsibility for the adequate training of staff members,
in keeping with the firm’s overall program.
6. Safeguard the ability and uphold the dignity of staff in dealing
with clients. Promote a close working relationship between appropriate
staff personnel and the client’s executives.
7. Establish work programs and schedule assignments in keeping
with performance standards, internal conditions and the needs of the
clients. Follow up to see that they are successfully carried out.
To the Professional Organizations in Accounting
1. Maintain membership and support national, state and local CPA
organizations. Be active in at least one of them.
2. Support, observe and apply the technical and ethical standards
adopted by them.
3. Write for publication, when contributions can be made to the
profession and participate in discussions at meetings, technical sessions
and seminars.
To the Community in General
1. Conduct himself in such a manner that he is regarded as a sub
stantial and worthy member of both his residential and business com
munities.
2. Perform duties as a citizen commensurate with his professional,
social and economic standing.
3. Take an active part, when possible, in recognized religious, chari
table and educational organizations.
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Appendix B
Questions Used in Interviewing for Bulletin on
Selection and Admission of New Partners

I. Organization of Firm
1. What is the approximate size of the firm?
a. Partners and staff?
b. Gross annual fee category (Under $50,000; $50,000$100,000; $100,000 - $250,000; $250,000 - $500,000;
$500,000-$750,000; Over $750,000).
2. Do you have different classes of partners (capital vs. non
capital; senior and junior in the sense that certain rights are
reserved exclusively for the senior partners)? If so, what are
they?
3. If there is a distinction, are partners admitted directly to both
categories or do they come up through the partner “ranks”?
II.

Qualifications of New Partners
1. What are the most important characteristics you look for in a
prospective partner?
2. What special needs did you attempt to fill when you admitted
your most recent partners; i.e., what were your motivations—
need for a good client “contact” man, a specialist, a technical
supervisor, an administrator, for general growth of practice,
to keep a good man, need for continuity of practice, etc.?
3. Do you have any time schedule for age distribution, or other
guide for new admissions, for continuity purposes? If so,
what is it?
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4. What are the backgrounds of your most recently admitted
partners (age, education, experience, from staff or outside
the firm, etc.)?
III.

Procedure for Selecting New Partners
1. How and by whom are likely candidates proposed?
2. What are the voting procedures (e.g., equal votes of partners,
based on percentage interest)? What differences exist in voting
power among different classes of partners? What percentage
of votes controls admissions?

IV.

Capital Investment of New Partners
1. Is any required of newest partners? If not, what arrangements
exist for acquiring a capital interest later?
2. How is the practice evaluated for admission purposes? Is
“goodwill” considered? What is meant by it (value of clients,
earning power, firm name)? What formula is used to
determine it?
3. If capital is required—
a. Is the capital percentage the same as the interest in earn
ings?
b. Is it paid into the firm or to other partners?
c. How is it acquired (cash, withholding from profit share,
or combination)?
d. What period of time is allowed for payment? What interest,
if any, is paid on the unpaid balance?
e. What interest, if any, is paid on capital?

V. Compensation of New Partners
1. What initial arrangements were made with newest partners
(what salary, if any, and what was the percentage of profit
share)?
a. What relation does it bear to assigned clients, or is it based
solely on overall earnings?
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2. How was salary arrived at; also profit share?
a. Do salaries of all partners vary appreciably, based on
duties and/or overall interest?
b. Is the interest of the newest partners really a profit-loss
share, or a bonus arrangement related to profits?
3. What “fringe benefits” do the newest partners have (insurance,
automobiles, expense accounts, etc.)? How do they differ from
the staff? From the older partners?
4. What provisions did you make for increasing the newer part
ners’ interest in the firm? Or what prospects did you hold out?
5. What arrangements were made about any clients held by the
new partners outside the firm? About new clients he brings in
after he becomes a partner (e.g., a percentage of the fees for a
certain period of time)?
a. Can he withdraw these clients if he leaves the firm?
VI.

New Partner Duties and Responsibilities
1. How do the rights, duties, responsibilities and liabilities of
the newest partners differ from the others?
a. What restrictions, if any, are placed on the new partner in
dealing with clients? With staff?
b. To what extent does the new partner participate in policy
making (re: technical standards, personnel, office policies
and fees)?
c. Does he have any assigned administrative duties?
2. If the new partners were added from staff, in what way did
their functions change?
3. Are certain clients assigned to the new partner for whom he
is responsible, including final review and billing?
4. Are there any restrictions on the outside activities of the
newer partners, re: business interests, professional and civic
work, etc.?
a. Do these differ from those of the older partners?
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